
Yezika's weekly report #2
12th of June to 18th of June 2006

It seems like you liked my first report, so i will continut with yet another one. I would have done it 
anyway.
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Monday 12th of June.

After our success in Felwood yesterday Grove of Eternal Balance had a calm day today. We rested 
up a bit and took time to do what we wanted. At least that what i did. Did spend some hour fishing 
in Stranglethorn. I had better luck with the weather today, the sun was shining and i caught a lot of 
fishes.

Mayá had been talking about a mission she wanted to do into Dire Maul, and she gathered both me 
and Pyroykinitins along with a human friend of hers Bryen who also bringed along his friend Maxi-
ne.

Parts of Grove of Eternal Balance in Dire Maul, Feralas.

Eternal Vigil had been planing an attack on Majodomo Executus inside Molten Core, and we were 
suppose to strike this evening. It seemed we had underestimated his power a bit, and we were for-
ced to withdraw from his lair. However we will not give up on him, and promised to return soon 
when we had talked thru the tactics a bit better.

A Molten Giant tries to stop us from reaching Majodomo Executus.
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Tuesday 13th of June.

I went up early today as i had arranged a meeting with the Ironforge Brigade in Silithus to help out 
with some problems they had with giant bugs. Seems to be lots of them in Silithus. It went very 
good, and they even assigned me to some other tasks for them. I might need some help from my 
dear guild thou.

The dwarfs having a bug problem in Silithus.

Later in the evening Kiia, Mayá and me decided to try to cure some plants in Felwood. But the 
journey there were long and we got very tired when we reached the area we were suppose to cure. 
We decided to continue on it another day. We did however find the perfect spot for a ambush on 
passing Hordes. But i think the horde will easily spot two dancing bears rather quick.

Kiia and Mayá performed a dance show for me.

We also gained a newcomer to the guild today. Welcome Kelanai!
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Wednesday 14th of June.

I woke up today smelling the fresh air of the sea and heard the water outside the door. I felt like 
staying in bed all day. But i had my duties to do. I walked of the boat in Auberdine and got somet-
hing to eat from the local bakery. Auberdine is clearly a underestimated town. The beauty, the calm 
sound from the ocean and the forest. Somehow many seems to dislike the town.
I continued my journey south to Astranaar and from there north up to the cursed forest of Felwood. 
An representative from Emerald Circle asked me if i could bring back some items from the elemen-
tals found up in the northern parts of the forest, in return she should learn me how to clear diseased 
plants found in the woods. I meet Gandiral from our guild by a poisoned lake, she was also out on 
some mission, and had some trouble with a undead following her. The undead turned out to be 
rather strong. Guess we were very lucky when Rynera and Messaneo showed up and helped us to 
neutralize the threat. Thanks once again.
I did find the things the woman had asked me to find, and returned them to her. She then gave me a 
beacon that she said would help me gather the materials that was used to create the salve who could 
save the plants in Felwood. Feels like Grove of Eternal Balance is one step closer to finally clean-
sing the forest from it’s disease.

Gandiral, Me, Messaneo and Rynera. The undeads new fear.

Me and Kiia then meet up in Darnassus. We decided to go to Barrens and try our fishing luck toget-
her. And we did very well. Found a perfect spot. However Eternal Vigil had sent out a request for 
help at the Blackrock Mountain, and Kiia felt it was her duty to go an help them, as many others 
from our guild also did. I however was to tired after the long day and returned to Auberdine. I was 
happy when i saw the boat at the dock and even more happy to see a empty bed inside the boat.
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Thursday 15th of June.

Today was a big day for Grove of Eternal Balance. We did manage to take down our first big dra-
gon. It was not any dragon, it was Teremus the Devour. I was scouting throug the Blasted Lands in 
the southern parts of Eastern Kingdoms, and there it was. Slowly flying not high above the ground. 
Looked so peaceful, but as i got closer he begin to show a different side.
I decided to call for help, and it didn’t take that long until we gathered some of our finest members 
in Blasted Lands and was preparing for the dragon fight. Kiia, Rynera, Doomer, Gandiral, Lainer, 
Pantalaimon and Charlie was all very curious to see the dragon, and we found him still flying aro-
und near Nethergarden Keep.
The fight was not any big problem for us. We are really good!

Teremus the Devour

We also took the chance to check out the Dark Portal and it’s guardians. But... we are not yet ready 
for them. But not too long into the future we will go there again.
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Friday 9th of June.

Finally the weekend was here. But for Grove of Eternal Balance that does not mean to rest. Rather 
the opposite. First Rynera wanted to have a look in the lower parts of Blackrock Spire to see if she 
could find the last crystal for her key to the upper parts of the spire.

You never know what kind of enemies who lurks in the shadows.

Not long after we got out from the horrible place it was time for the next. Molten Core had been on 
Eternal Vigils scheduel for today. However, we still have to leave Majordomo Executus alive. For 
this time.

Kiia and me tries to keep our brave Tazzle alive.

When we got out from the dark cave Kiia and me decided to take a trip to Stranglethorn Vale to re-
lax a bit in a quiet place high up in the mountains.
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Saturday 17th of June.

I kind of over slept a bit today. I however heard rumors about a dragon have been taked care of by 
Grove of Eternal Balance in Dustwallow Marsh. Rynera should have been the leader of that opera-
tion i think as she have been talking about it before.

Later at the night i did spend some time with Mayá’s friends Lindsay and Bryen in Stormwind City. 
Very nice people, that i hope i will see more of in the future.

We ended up in Dolanaar a bit after midnight with Kiia and her sister Kiioth. We had a talk with the 
priest Agro, from The Outlawed Guards. Kiia also made a surprisingly discover. Me and Kiiot al-
most have the same hairstyle!
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Sunday 18th of June.

Today have been a strange day for me. I spended some time in Elwynn Forest with Mayá today tal-
king with her about life. Was very interesting and learning. We also chased away one orc who had 
landed on the wrong continent.
Later i went to Stormwind City and meet Bryen at the canals. He told me he had some good news 
he wanted to see Mayá about, and i told him i would tell her that if i saw her again.
I don’t know why, but Stormwind City also got invaded by reindeers. 

Stormwind City got invaded by reindeers.

I didn’t  got a chance to ask what they were doing there before i got news about Kiia and Pantalai-
mon was in Silithus chasing bugs and had got a assignment to find a lost stone somewhere deep in 
the hives in the dessert. I really don’t like those big bugs that have invaded the dessert, but after 
some traveling throug the tunnels we managed to find the lost stone.

Pantalaimon, Kiia and me behind the crystal
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After words.
The second edition of my newsletter finally got to the presses. Was a bit unsure if i would made it 
befor deadline. Have had my mind on something else most of the time, but... here it is.

If you want to contact me about something you can do it via our forum. Send me a p.m. or a mail.
The address is http://z7.invisionfree.com/GoEB/index.php.

Thanks everyone for the week that has gone, and hope to see you all in the coming one.

    Me observing the wildlife in The Barrens.
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